Building Report | Annual Sidewalk Maintenance

8.23.19

The following are pictures from the weeks of 8.12.19 - 8.23.19 in regards to this year’s sidewalk repairs as part of our overall list of Millage Projects. This will be the one and only report on this project as all the work needed was accomplished in a very short amount of time thanks to some very favorable weather. This year we addressed 16 areas that were in need of attention including segments of walk that were either badly deteriorated, sunken, and/or lifted. Sidewalk repairs are a yearly item that we address with an audit each spring as we are building the budget for the next fiscal year, and so this is a continuing effort we put forth to help ensure the health and safety of our students and staff as we strive to be good stewards of our wonderful campus and facilities.

![Top-left photo](image1.jpg) The top-left photo an area of walk in the central portion of the campus mall has been removed and the contractor is drilling holes for the metal pins that will connect the concrete to the existing.

![Top-right photo](image2.jpg) The top-right photo is of the same area, but shows the finished concrete in place. Each of the new flags (or portions) of walk have been sealed to help out with longevity.

The map below shows the areas around Main Campus that were addressed with this year’s sidewalk repairs.